
Introduction

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a devas-
tating lung disease and the most common entity of

idiopathic interstitial pneumonia (1). Prevalence
seems to be increasing since a recent report revealed
a prevalence range from 17 to 28 cases per 100,000
people (2). The prognosis is poor, being roughly 3 to
4 years (3). However, no effective therapy has been
developed. As the disease progresses, breathlessness
becomes severe and the patient’s activities of daily
living often seriously deteriorate.

Quality of life or health-related quality of life
(HRQL) in IPF patients is reported to be signifi-
cantly associated with the degree of breathlessness in
daily life (4).Therefore, HRQL gradually worsens as
the disease progresses, since dyspnea is also progres-
sive in IPF. Given that there is no effective therapy
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which prolongs their length of survival, IPF patients
greatly value their quality of life. Against such a
background, IPF researchers are recently focusing on
HRQL in IPF patients. However, therapies to im-
prove HRQL in IPF patients have been very limit-
ed. No pharmacotherapy was reported to be effective
in improving HRQL, with only pulmonary rehabili-
tation offering some hope (5, 6). However, given this
growing emphasis and the great value that patients
place on HRQL, it is imperative to understand and
evaluate this outcome measure in IPF patients.

Evaluating HRQL is already recognized as one
of pivotal outcomes in studies on chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD). An HRQL score as-
sessed using the St. George’s Respiratory Question-
naire (SGRQ) (an instrument developed specifically
for patients with chronic airflow obstruction includ-
ing mainly COPD) is reportedly an independent
variable predictive of survival in COPD (7, 8).

The SGRQ has also been validated in IPF (4)
and is often used in many IPF clinical trials (9-14).
An HRQL score assessed with the SGRQ is fre-
quently used as a secondary outcome, although ap-
parent positive results have yet to be obtained in
pharmacologic studies. While HRQL is an impor-
tant outcome in itself, it can be even more significant
if HRQL scores predict survival in IPF. The present
authors have hypothesized that HRQL score would
predict mortality in patients with IPF, given that no
reports have demonstrated the relationship between
HRQL and survival. The purpose of this study was
to determine the prognostic significance of HRQL
scores in IPF assessed with the SGRQ.

Methods

Subjects

Eighty-seven consecutive IPF patients, who
had undergone evaluations and completed the
SGRQ at diagnosis (as is standard practice in Tosei
General Hospital), were included in this study, cov-
ering the period from April 2000 to July 2005. A di-
agnosis of IPF was made in accordance with the
ATS/ERS statement (1) using the following major
criteria: a) exclusion of other known causes of inter-
stitial lung disease; b) abnormal pulmonary function
with restriction and impaired gas exchange; c)

bibasilar reticular abnormalities on high-resolution
computed tomography (HRCT); and d) trans-
bronchial lung biopsy or bronchoalveolar lavage
showing no features to support an alternative diag-
nosis. Minor criteria included: a) age > 50 yr; b) in-
sidious onset of otherwise unexplained dyspnea; c)
duration of illness > 3 mo; and d) bibasilar inspirato-
ry crackles. All the major and at least three of the
four minor criteria had to be satisfied. For those with
a surgical lung biospy specimen showing usual inter-
stitial pneumonia (UIP), only the major criteria were
considered relevant. Surgical lung biopsies were per-
formed in 18 (19.4%) patients, and each pathologi-
cal diagnosis of UIP was also based on the consensus
statement (1). Patients were excluded if they exhib-
ited any of the following: obvious COPD, collagen
vascular disease, active coronary artery disease, or
any other severe comorbid illness. All patients en-
rolled in the study were newly diagnosed with IPF
and had not yet received any other treatment, such as
corticosteroids or cytotoxic agents at the enrollment.
Patients who were receiving long-term oxygen ther-
apy at the time of enrollment were also excluded.
Because this study is based on a retrospective analy-
sis of clinically indicated studies of patients with IPF
performed in our hospital, the informed consent re-
quirement was waived. These patients comprised al-
most the same group as those previously reported
(15). Approval for the use of these data was provid-
ed by our Institutional Review Board (approval
number 232).

Pulmonary function tests

All patients underwent spirometry (CHES-
TAC-55V; Chest, Tokyo, Japan), according to the
method described in the 1994 American Thoracic
Society update (16). Single-breath diffusing capaci-
ty (DLco) was also measured (CHESTAC-55V;
Chest, Tokyo, Japan). The values for forced vital ca-
pacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 second
(FEV1), and DLco were related to predicted values
calculated using equations of the Japanese Society of
Chest Disease (17).

Assessment of health-related quality of life

The SGRQ was used to assess health-related
quality of life. The SGRQ score comprises three
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component scores (symptoms, activity, and impacts)
and a total score (18). Although the SGRQ was de-
veloped to assess health-related quality of life in
COPD patients, it has also been used for assess-
ments in IPF and has been considered validated (4,
19).

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were summarized by the
mean (±SD), while categorical variables were sum-
marized by the actual number. As to the reasons for
death, respiratory failure due to end-stage IPF and
acute exacerbation of IPF were categorized as IPF
deaths. Univariate Cox’s proportional hazard models
were used to examine the association of selected
variables with survival. The multivariate Cox’s pro-
portional hazards model was then used among vari-
ables related to survival in the univariate model
(P<0.1) so as to select more significant variables.The
analyses were also performed on a subset of patients
excluding those who expired for reasons other than
IPF death. All tests were performed at a significance
level of 0.05. Analyses were performed with the
PASW statistical package ver.18 (SPSS Japan Inc.,
Tokyo, Japan).

Results

The baseline characteristics of the 87 IPF pa-
tients are summarized in Table 1. The mean obser-
vation period was 44.2 mo (SD 29.6). During this
observation period, a total of 54 patients (62.0%)
died, 20 (23.0%) due to respiratory failure, 12
(13.8%) of acute exacerbation of IPF, 6 (6.9%) of
cancer, 4 (4.6%) of pneumonia, 5 (5.7%) of other
causes, and 7 (8.0%) of unknown causes.

Table 2 shows the results of a univariate Cox
proportional hazards model performed to reveal the
factors related to mortality. In this model, the FVC
percent predicted (HR: 0.970, 95% CI: 0.954-0.987,
P=0.0004), DLco percent predicted (HR: 0.982,
95% CI: 0.968-0.996, P=0.01), baseline PaO2 (HR:
0.970, 95% CI: 0.946-0.996, P=0.02), and the activ-
ity score in the SGRQ (HR: 1.016, 95% CI: 1.004-
1.029, P=0.01) were all revealed to be significantly
predictive of survival. The symptoms, impacts, and
total score among the SGRQ were not significantly

related to mortality. When patients who had died of
other than respiratory failure due to IPF were ex-
cluded from the analysis, the FVC percent predicted
(HR: 0.962, 95% CI: 0.941-0.984, P=0.0006), DL-
co percent predicted (HR: 0.978, 95% CI: 0.961-
0.995, P=0.01), and the activity score among the
SGRQ (HR: 1.026, 95% CI: 1.009-1.043, P=0.003)
were found to be significant predictors.

Table 3 shows the results of a multivariate Cox
proportional hazards model performed to select
more significant variables. In this model, only the
FVC percent predicted was revealed to be a signifi-
cant predictor of survival (HR: 0.975, 95% CI:
0.955-0.996, P=0.017). The activity score in the
SGRQ was not significantly related to mortality.
When patients who had died of other than IPF were
excluded from the analysis, no significant variables
were found.

Table 1.Baseline characteristics of 87 patients

Variable Value

Age, y 66.3 (8.2)
Sex
Male 77
Female 10

Height, cm 161.2 (7.3)
Body weight, kg 60.7 (11.6)
BMI 22.3 (3.6)
Smoking status
Current 14
Former 56
Never 17

Baseline pulmonary function testing
FVC, L 2.37 (0.67)
FVC, % predicted 75.0 (19.2)
FEV1, L 1.94 (0.52)
FEV1, % predicted 85.2 (21.7)
DLco, mL/min/mmHg 9.15 (3.96)
DLco, % predicted 56.2 (20.9)

Baseline arterial blood gas values
PaO2, mmHg 81.0 (12.0)
PaCO2, mmHg 39.7 (5.4)
pH 7.42 (0.03)

Baseline SGRQ score
Symptoms 45.0 (23.3)
Activity 48.0 (24.7)
Impacts 31.6 (20.7)
Total 39.0 (20.2)

Continuous variables are expressed as mean values with standard
deviations in parentheses.
Definition of abbreviations: BMI: body mass index. FVC: forced
vital capacity. FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 second. DLco:
diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide. PaO2: partial pressure of
oxygen. PaCO2: partial pressure of carbon dioxide. SGRQ: St.
George’s Respiratory Questionnaire.
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Table 2. Results of univariate Cox proportional-hazard model.

Variable Hazard Ratio 95% CI P Value

For all deaths (n=87)
Age 1.018 0.979 – 1.058 0.37
Smoking status
Current 1.271 0.548 – 2.949 0.58
Former 1.048 0.511 – 2.148 0.90

BMI 0.959 0.878 – 1.046 0.34
FVC, % predicted 0.970 0.954 – 0.987 0.0004
DLco, % predicted 0.982 0.968 – 0.996 0.01
PaO2, mmHg 0.970 0.946 – 0.996 0.02
SGRQ
Total 1.008 0.994 – 1.023 0.25
Symptoms 1.006 0.994 – 1.018 0.36
Activity 1.016 1.004 – 1.029 0.01
Impacts 0.999 0.984 – 1.013 0.84

For IPF death (n=65)
Age 1.000 0.956 – 1.046 0.99
Smoking status
Current 1.530 0.485 – 4.829 0.47
Former 1.165 0.488 – 2.781 0.73

BMI 0.986 0.892 – 1.091 0.79
FVC, % predicted 0.962 0.941 – 0.984 0.0006
DLco, % predicted 0.978 0.961 – 0.995 0.01
PaO2, mmHg 0.969 0.938 – 1.001 0.06
SGRQ
Total 1.017 0.999 – 1.036 0.06
Symptoms 1.009 0.994 – 1.024 0.24
Activity 1.026 1.009 – 1.043 0.003
Impacts 1.006 0.989 – 1.024 0.49

In the lower model, an analysis was performed excluding 22 patients who died of other than IPF death.
Hazard ratios in smoking status are in relation to never smokers.
Definition of abbreviations: BMI: body mass index. FVC: forced vital capacity. DLco: diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide. PaO2: partial
pressure of oxygen. SGRQ: St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire. CI: confidence interval.

Table 3. Results of multivariate Cox proportional-hazard model

Variable Hazard Ratio 95% CI P Value

For all deaths (n=87)
FVC, % predicted 0.975 0.955 – 0.996 0.017
DLco, % predicted 1.000 0.983 – 1.017 0.96
PaO2, mmHg 0.982 0.953 – 1.011 0.22
SGRQ
Activity 1.008 0.995 – 1.021 0.24

For IPF death (n=65)
FVC, % predicted 0.970 0.940– 1.001 0.06
DLco, % predicted 1.001 0.977 – 1.026 0.91
PaO2, mmHg 0.990 0.950 – 1.032 0.63
SGRQ
Activity 1.017 0.999 – 1.035 0.07

In the lower model, an analysis was performed excluding 22 patients who died of other than IPF death.
Definition of abbreviations: FVC: forced vital capacity. DLco: diffusion capacity of carbon monoxide. PaO2: partial pressure of oxygen.
SGRQ: St. George’s Respiratory Questionnaire. CI: confidence interval.
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Discussion

The purpose of the present study was to inves-
tigate the relationship between HRQL assessed with
the SGRQ and the subsequent mortality in patients
with IPF. It was demonstrated that the total score of
the SGRQ was not a predictor of survival in the
analysis of either all-cause or IPF mortality. In sub-
domains of the SGRQ, only the activity score was
significantly related to survival in the univariate
analysis of either all-cause or IPF mortality. Howev-
er, this relationship was demonstrated to be weak,
since the significance disappeared after adjusting
with FVC, DLco, and PaO2 in the multivariate
analysis. Although baseline pulmonary function, dif-
fusing capacity, and oxygenation had already been
reported to predict survival in IPF (20), HRQL as-
sessed with the SGRQ was unable to supersede
them in the present study. The results were almost
the same when the analysis was performed excluding
patients who had died due to reasons other than
IPF-related death. Although the results of the pre-
sent study were negative, the information obtained is
important, because, to our knowledge, this is the first
study that revealed the relationship between the
HRQL and survival in IPF.

HRQL has recently become an important out-
come in clinical trials of IPF (9-14). Since there is
still no therapy that has been confirmed to prolong
survival, assessing and improving HRQL constitutes
an important target in IPF treatment. HRQL is ap-
parently a unique outcome apart from other physio-
logic parameters. Although daily dyspnea is a major
contributing factor to HRQL in IPF (4, 21), various
other aspects also play a role. For this reason, it is
difficult to estimate HRQL in IPF from other phys-
iological parameters such as FVC and DLco, and so
HRQL should be evaluated individually. Because
HRQL is a comprehensive aspect of IPF patients in-
cluding functional impairments, disability, etc, the
authors have hypothesized that HRQL might pre-
dict mortality. However, it was not proven to be pre-
dictive of survival in the present analysis. It is inter-
esting to note that HRQL was not predictive of sur-
vival, although daily dyspnea reportedly predicts
mortality (15). HRQL in IPF is mainly determined
by daily dyspnea (4, 21). Thus, it can be easily sup-
posed that HRQL can also predict mortality.
Though the reason for this negative result is un-

known, one possibility is that the SGRQ was origi-
nally developed for patients with obstructive lung
disease. Although both IPF and COPD are chronic
respiratory disorders, differences can exist because
one is a restrictive while the other is an obstructive
lung disease. If we develop a validated and useful
IPF-specific questionnaire, the HRQL score could
be made more sensitive and discriminative, and may
also predict survival. The other possible reason is
that HRQL represents a more comprehensive aspect
of patients, since it apparently consists of various as-
pects other than physiological impairment such as
pulmonary function, oxygenation, and exercise ca-
pacity. It is possible that HRQL has failed to be pre-
dictive of survival because of its characteristic mix-
ture of several factors. In this context, it must also be
said that HRQL should be measured independently
in clinical studies and daily practice for patients with
IPF.

Among the results of the present study, it was
interesting to discover that only the activity score of
the SGRQ predicted survival, though it was ob-
served only in the univariate analysis of both all
deaths and IPF deaths. The activity score is consid-
ered to be directly associated with the daily activity
and performance of patients. Considering those re-
sults, it may be necessary in daily practice to put
more emphasis on everyday activity of patients with
IPF. However, this relationship between activity
scores and survival was weak, since its significance
disappeared in the multivariate analysis. Further
studies are needed to clarify the importance of daily
activity on mortality in IPF.

Some limitations should be mentioned. First,
the majority of patients showed mild to moderate
severity, in which mean FVC percent predicted was
75%. Patients who were receiving long-term oxygen
therapy were excluded. Had more severe cases been
included, the results might have been different. Sec-
ond, HRQL was not measured using a disease-spe-
cific questionnaire for IPF as mentioned above.
However, there is currently no disease-specific in-
strument developed exclusively for IPF. The SGRQ
has been widely used in clinical trials for IPF and is
recognized as validated for substitution (4, 19).More
research is, however, needed to identify or design ap-
propriate measurement instruments for patients with
IPF. If a disease-specific questionnaire for IPF is
eventually developed, the property of predicting
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mortality using HRQL score should be re-evaluated.
Finally, it may be that the present sample size was
not large enough to reach statistical significance. A
cohort with a larger sample is warranted to confirm
the results.

Although the HRQL score did not predict sur-
vival in IPF patients in the present study, evaluating
HRQL remains important. HRQL comprises sever-
al aspects of not only physiology but also emotions,
functions, and activity in daily living.Therefore, even
though its correlation with mortality is not signifi-
cant, HRQL represents a more comprehensive as-
pect of patients with IPF. It can be said that, other
than longevity, HRQL should be one of main out-
comes in clinical trials and daily practice.

In conclusion, the present study demonstrated
no significant relationship between HRQL evaluat-
ed with the SGRQ and subsequent mortality in IPF.
The present negative results have shown that evalu-
ation of HRQL means measuring more comprehen-
sive and various aspects than physical and function-
al impairment or disability in IPF.
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